Course Description

AMOS Upgrade / Transition Training

Course Description
This training has been developed to give a customer an overview of the major changes that they can expect when migrating from one AMOS version to another. The content will be put together based on the customer’s current version and their target migration version upon request. The content has been grouped by business area to better enable the customer to assign the correct Key Users or SME’s (System Matter Experts).

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this training, you will be able to:

- Evaluate the impact on different business areas
- Identify additions and changes to;
  - Parameters
  - Workflows
  - Licences
- End of life cycle timeline for individual programs
- Understand the changes affecting individual programs and in which version

Course Topics
Major changes in AMOS grouped by version and business area

Who should attend
AMOS Administrators, Key Users, and SME’s

Prerequisite
AMOS Basics and module specific Training

Skill
Advanced

Type
On the Job Training or Classroom (On customer request)

Duration
This depends on your current and target version, please contact amos_training@swiss-as.com for a quotation

Registration
Contact us at amos_training@swiss-as.com to request a quotation specifying your current & target version of AMOS